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Situation Analysis
The ALS Association, established in 1985, is the only national non-profit organization fighting ALS on every front. Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a neurodegenerative disease characterized by loss of upper and lower motor neurons, leading
to progressive loss of motor function. It is a disease that affects nerve cells in the brain
and spinal cord. When motor neurons die, humans lose control of muscle movement
because the brain is unable to perform that task. The ALS Association enhances the
quality of life and builds hope while at the same time searches for new treatments and
a cure. The Association’s nationwide network of chapters provides support to the ALS
community and is constantly searching for new ways to create more awareness of the
disease. Specifically, the Northern Ohio Chapter focuses on helping local patients and
families live with ALS while supporting National research and advocacy programs. The
Chapter strives to ensure people with ALS and their families have access to consistent
care, treatment and services, resource and support services that enhance quality of
life, and quality care and support leveraged by collaboration with partners. Along with
families and their caretakers, the Northern Ohio Chapter works closely with donors
and sponsors to fulfill their vision of creating a world without ALS. Due to the success
of the ALS Ice Bucket Challenge in 2014, all donors made it possible to raise over
$115 million.   
Much like the Ice Bucket Challenge, a video Ellen DeGeneres posted to social
media on Monday, November 11, 2019, went viral within the ALS community. The
tweet read, “This got me. #axeALS @stevens_nation.” The video in this tweet started off showing former NFL player and firefighter, Eric Stevens sitting with his wife on
Ellen’s show talking about how they met and about their recent wedding and honeymoon. Stevens goes on to explain how during the planning of the wedding, he started feeling some ALS symptoms—his left hand started becoming weak and he
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started dropping things like dumbbells when lifting weights. He never said anything
the symptoms he was noticing because he “didn’t want to stress anybody out for the
wedding.” Stevens said after the wedding, his symptoms slowly progressed and became more noticeable with his speech slurring. During the honeymoon, Stevens started twitching and that was when him and his wife felt it was time to see a doctor. “It
still doesn’t feel real when you’re there and the doctor is telling you,” Amanda Stevens (wife) said. As the clip went on, Ellen surprised Stevens and his wife with bringing
the workers from the fire station on the show to take a photo with an Axe ALS sign.
Axe ALS is a campaign that the fire station began in honor of Stevens and to help
raise funds to help find treatments and a cure for the disease. Ellen donated $50,000
to their campaign to help with medical expenses for the married couple. After this
video was posted along with the photo they took together on the show, Ellen causes
#AxeALS to become trending when closing out her show with, “Let’s get #AxeALS
trending. Let’s get that started.”
Coincidentally, another thing that is trending all over the nation is axe-throwing.
Axe-throwing is trending in the U.S. as an indoor recreational sport, so much so that
“two governing bodies have formed in the past three years—the National Axe Throwing Federation and the World Axe Throwing League.” Since 2016, there are now
approximately 300 indoor venues across the country. A typical axe-throwing space
looks like an older warehouse with high ceilings, heavy-duty walls, and chain-link fencing surrounding targets. Throwers take aim at the target attempting to hit the bulls
eye as near as possible. There are no particular set of skills needed to throw axes, in
fact, John Rippl of Ozark Axe House explains that close to 90 percent of the people
that come into their venue have never thrown an axe indoors. Rippl said that he has
noticed axe-throwing attracts all kinds of adults of all ages, male and female. Anyone can take part in axe throwing by walking in to public sessions, attending group
events, or even by joining a local league. Right alongside the ALS community, the
axe-throwing community hopes to grow even more in years to come.
https://www.facebook.com/ellentv/videos/519031898679586/?v=519031898679586
http://www.alsa.org/fight-als/ice-bucket-challenge-spending.html
http://www.alsa.org/about-us/financial-information.html
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https://www.nbcnews.com/better/pop-culture/move-over-bowling-axe-throwing-newleague-sport-ncna903326
https://talkbusiness.net/2019/09/trending-indoor-activity-of-axe-throwing-arrives-in-nwa-businesses-already-planning-expansions/

Problem Statement
The facts...

The 2014 ALS Ice Bucket Challenge raised 115 million dollars. Since then, researchers have been
able to discover 5 new genes that will spur new therapies for ALS patients.

The problem...

Although the discovery of these genes has been a tremendous benefit for the ALS community, it
took over 100 million dollars to do so. There is still no cure for this disease and because of that,
5,000 people are still being diagnosed with ALS each year who are only being given 2-5 years to
live.

The solution...

Axe ALS, the Northern Ohio Chapter’s first ever axe-throwing event. Ellen got #AxeALS trending on
social media after just one of her episodes aired. The ALS Northern Ohio Chapter can use this now
world-known campaign to its benefit and create a brand new fundraising opportunity to help find
treatments and a cure for ALS.
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Event Objectives
To raise $5,000 by the end of the event to support The ALS Association
1 Northern Ohio Chapter.
Strategy:
Use face-to-face communication at Axe ALS to encourage people to donate money to The ALS
Association Northern Ohio Chapter.
Tactics:
$1.00/axe
Raffle Baskets & 50/50
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To have at least 200 people attend the event.
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To raise awareness for ALS and the Northern Ohio Chapter by 25%
by the end of the event.

Strategy:
Use print, digital, and mass communication to promote Axe ALS.
Tactics:
Posters
Social Media Posts
Public Service Announcement

Strategy:
Use pathos and logos to appeal to the emotions of the target audience and educate them on
the topic of ALS.
Tactics:
Guest Speaker
Trivia Game
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Target Audiences
Primary

People living with ALS
Family members of those living with ALS
Community members (ages 30-70)

Secondary

Media outlets
Class Axe, Cleveland Axe-Throwing Facility

Key Messages
Be brave and Axe ALS.
Be united and attend the Chapter’s
first axe-throwing event.

Be bighearted and donate to the
ALS Association.
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Event Overview
DATE OF EVENT: Sunday, June 16, 2020
LOCATION: Class Axe, Cleveland Axe Throwing- 9000, B, Bank St., Valley View, OH
44125
TIME: 12:00-3:00 p.m.
Families will arrive at Class Axe, a Cleveland Axe Throwing facility at 2:00 p.m. on
Sunday, June 16, 2020 for The Axe ALS event. As people enter, those who want to participate in axe-throwing must fill out the waiver provided by Class Axe. Appetizers such
as a veggie tray, chips and salsa, cheese and crackers, and/or pretzel bites will be donated by members of the ALS Association Northern Ohio Chapter executive board that
attendees will be encouraged to snack on while mingling with others and waiting for the
axe-throwing to begin. Axe-throwing sessions will take place from 12:30-2:30 p.m. The
Chapter will charge $1.00 per axe for those choosing
to participate—cash buckets will be provided inside
each range for easy access. There will also be
posters put over the axe boards to symbolize
participants actually axing ALS (see right).
Class Axe has trained professionals there to
help anyone who is new to axe-throwing as well as
to keep an eye on everyone for safety purposes.
Those who are not throwing axes at the time will
be provided lunch in the Class Axe party room
catered from Guys Pizza which will include eight full sheet pizzas, two full sheet of
cheesy bread with marinara dipping sauce, four full pans of salad with dressing, four
full pans of chicken tenders with dipping sauce, and twelve two liters of soda. Those in
attendance will also be given the option to bring any alcoholic beverages they choose.
After eating, attendees will be given the opportunity to play Mission Swat, a trivia game
created by the Northern Ohio Chapter, fetch information about ALS and the Chapter
from the Care Services table, give a general donation to the Chapter, and/or purchase
raffle tickets for five different prize baskets as well as a 50/50 raffle, or take part in Class
Axe’s escape room called “Trapped in a Room with a Zombie.”
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Mission Swat, created by the Chapter, will be available to play at one of the surrounding tables at the venue for those not in the axe-throwing ranges. Mission Swat is a
trivia game where the participant will be given a fly swatter while they stand in front of a
wall with a bunch of terms/phrases listed until they are prompted a question. Once the
moderator asks one of the trivia questions, the participant will swat the correct answer
on the wall as fast as they can. For every question they answer correctly, they will be
given one free axe to throw. Examples of questions could include: When was the ALS
Association founded? (A- 1985). How much money did the ALS Ice Bucket Challenge
raise? (A- $115 million). Who was the well-known baseball player who had ALS? (A- Lou
Gehrig).
The care services table, manned by the care-service coordinators of the Chapter,
will be set up around the venue for those in attendance to learn more about ALS and
how the Association can help. The table will provide hand-outs and brochures including
an ALS fact sheet, how to join the movement, getting involved, other ALS events, etc.
ALS red rubber bracelets will be handed out to everyone who visits the care services
table as well. This table is meant for those who aren’t one hundred percent sure what
ALS is, those who want to become more involved in the Chapter, and even those who
want to start attending an ALS support group but aren’t sure where to start with that.
This table will be the hub of all you need to know when it comes to the Northern Ohio
Chapter.
For those who are not interested in axe-throwing but still want to donate money
in some way will be directed to the general donation and raffle table. Here there will be
the Events Coordinator from the Chapter to collect any cash or credit card donations
those in attendance want to give. At the same table, raffle tickets for 50/50 and the
prize baskets will be sold. The cost for raffle tickets are $1.00 per ticket, $5.00 per 10
tickets, $10.00 per 20 tickets, and so on. Raffle baskets could vary at this event depending on what is donated to the Chapter.
At 2:30 p.m. as axe-throwing and lunch are wrapping up, attendees will all come
together for guest speaker, Sandy Alomar Jr. who was the Iron Horse Award recipient
at the Northern Ohio Chapter’s 2019 Strikeout ALS Gala and Auction. He will speak on
the importance of finding a cure for ALS and how the ALS community needs the help
of those in attendance. Once the speaker has concluded their speech, raffle basket and
50/50 winners will be announced by Chapter Director, Mary Wheelock. Before everyone
leaves the facility, the amount of money raised will be announced and that will be the
conclusion of the event.
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Event Budget
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Event Workback
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EVENT Evaluation

1

To raise $5,000 by the end of the event to support The ALS Association
Northern Ohio Chapter.
Evaluation:
Totaling the amount of donations that were made at the Axe ALS event will measure if this
objective was was met.
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To have at least 200 people attend the event.

3

To raise awareness for ALS and the Northern Ohio Chapter by 25%
by the end of the event.

Evaluation:
Taking attendance at the Axe ALS event to see how many people came will measure if this
objective was met.

Evaluation:
Keeping track of how many trivia questions are answered correctly throughout the Axe ALS
event will measure if this objective was met.
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Promotional Material
Poster
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Promotional Material
Social Media
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Promotional Material
PSA
Contact:
Macy Kittelberger
		Communication Coordinator
		330.754.8177

Radio PSA Script – The ALS Association
Radio Public Service Announcement (PSA)
:30 second
THE ALS ASSOCIATION AND ALS COMMUNITY
30 SECOND SPOT
KILL DATE: 6/16/20
LIVE COPY (ANNOUNCER):
ARE TOU BRAVE ENOUGH TO AXE ALS? ELLEN DEGENERES CAUSED AXE ALS TO BECOME TRENDING ON
SOCIAL MEDIA AFTER HELPING A PAIR OF NEWLY WEDS PAY OFF MEDICAL BILLS FOR THE HUSBAND’S
RECENT DIAGNOSIS OF ALS. BECAUSE OF THIS TRENDING HASHTAG, THE ALS ASSOCIATION NORTHERN
OHIO CHAPTER DECIDED TO PUT ON ITS FIRST AXE-THROWING EVENT. JOIN THE CHAPTER ON SUNDAY
JUNE, 16, 2020 FROM NOON TO THREE FOR AN AFTERNOON FULL OF AXING ALS.
TO FIND MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE AXE ALS EVENT, CALL 330-376-0997 OR VISIT WWW.ALSAOHIO.
ORG/AXEALS.
A PUBLIC SERVICE MESSAGE BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE ALS ASSOCIATION NORTHERN OHIO CHAPTER.
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